Stem Cell Therapy for Liver Diseases
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Abstract

Liver failure and liver diseases are major health problems worldwide leading to high mortality and also one of the high healthcare costs. Millions of patients die due to liver pathologies and liver diseases every year throughout the world. Use of stem cells to cure liver diseases has been proved beneficial in most of the conditions. Scientific literature reveals the role of stem cells in treatment and cure of various diseases like Liver Cirrhosis, End Stage Liver Failure, genetic liver disease and also the Liver cancer. The stem cells possess the ability to renew and multiply by them or stem cells possess special characteristics of regenerating themselves. Because of their ability stem cells can differentiate into any tissue type, they have huge potential in various disease therapies and traumatic injuries. Stem cell therapy can be considered as an alternative to liver transplantation, as it has the immense potential in management of liver failure. Stem cell therapy can be mediated by either embryonic, induced pluripotent or adult stem cells or by promotion of endogenous regenerative processes with bone marrow-derived stem cells. Ethical issues and concerns make reduce the use of embryonic stem cells as a source to cure liver diseases when compared to adult stem cells.
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Introduction

Liver failure is a growing health problem and one of the main causes of death worldwide. Hundreds of millions of patients worldwide are affected with liver pathologies [1]. Discovery of stem cells reveals that they are capable of differentiating into specialized cell types, including the hepatocytes, by utilizing these hepatocytes damaged liver can be regenerated [2]. Liver failure and hepaticcellular damage may also leads to death of many patients who are waiting for liver transplantation [3]. Scientists have paid their attention to the field of stem cells, which has helped to understand the pathogenesis of liver disease, and thereby expanding the drug discovery processes, which could be used as an alternative therapy [4]. Liver like cells derived from bone marrow and embryonic stem cells, results in better understanding of the biochemical compounds that are essential in liver development [5]. The most common causes of hepatopathy are alcoholism, chronic hepatitis C and B, nonalcoholic fatty liver disease, autoimmune, and drug-induced hepatic disorders [6]. Hepatitis C virus (HCV) is the most common and is a leading cause of liver disease in America [7,8]. Accumulation of Cadmium in higher quantity may also leads to liver damage [9]. Many of these diseased conditions can be prevented or treated either by using precautions and drugs but if they are not treated at proper time, they can lead to liver injury, liver fibrosis and ultimately cirrhosis, portal hypertension, liver failure, and, in some cases, it may also leads to cancer [10,11]. There are currently more than 5 million people in the United States suffering from end-stage liver pathologies, whose curative therapy is liver transplantation. More than 5,000 liver transplants are performed in the United States each year (including more than 500 in children). About 20,000 people are waiting for Liver Transplantation, but only 7,000 transplants are performed annually and as many as 1,500 patients die yearly while on the waiting list. A significant cause of liver cancer related mortality, with over 140,000 new cases and 50,000 deaths in the United States each year [12]. Patients with advanced liver disease can be treated with stem cells taken from their own skin or blood in a breakthrough that could save thousands of lives. Disturbance in normal function of liver which leads to illness is known as liver disease. The liver is responsible for many critical functions in the body and loss of those functions may leads to damage of the body. Liver is considered as the main metabolizing organ in the body as various kinds of metabolic reactions takes place inside it [13-16], Liver disease is also referred to as hepatic disease [17]. The liver is the only organ in the body that can easily replace damaged cells, but if enough cells are lost, the liver may not be able to meet the needs of the body.

Role of Stem cells in Liver Repair

Stem cells are considered as Master cells of the body [18]. Stem cells are biological cells found in all multicellular organisms, that can divide (through mitotic cell division) and differentiate into diverse range of specialized cell types and can self-renew to produce more stem cells [19]. There are mainly two types of stem cells: embryonic stem cells, which are isolated from the inner cell mass of blastocysts, and adult stem cells, which are found in various tissues [20]. Stem cells can be taken from a variety of sources, including umbilical cord blood, bone marrow etc. Stem cells possess two special properties like:

Self-renewal: The ability of stem cells to go through numerous cycles of cell division while maintaining the undifferentiated state [21].
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Potency: The capacity of stem cells to differentiate into specialized cell types.

Various Definitions for the liver stem cells include:
- Cells responsible for normal tissue turnover.
- Cells that give rise to regeneration after partial hepatectomy.
- Cells responsible for progenitor-dependent regeneration.
- Cells that produce hepatocyte and bile duct epithelial phenotypes in vitro.
- Transplantable liver-repopulating cells. This review will consider liver stem cells in the context of each definition.

Embryonic stem cells (ESCs) and adult somatic cells can be differentiated into hepatocyte-like cells with potential use in drug testing, bio-artificial livers and transplantation [22].

Diseases treated using Stem cells

Different Liver diseases can be treated using stem cells like Liver Cirrhosis, Genetic liver diseases and liver necrosis etc [23]. In response to liver injury or loss of liver mass, proliferation of mature liver cells is the first-line defense to restore liver homeostasis [24].

Liver Cirrhosis: Cirrhosis is a condition in which the liver slowly deteriorates and malfunctions due to chronic injury. Scar tissue replaces healthy liver tissue and a condition where partial blockage of flow of blood through the liver is seen. Liver Transplantation was approved for healthy liver tissue and a condition where partial blockage of flow of blood through the liver is seen. Liver Transplantation was approved for treatment of cirrhosis [25]. Scarring also impairs the liver’s ability to:
- Control infections
- Remove bacteria and toxins from the blood
- Process nutrients, hormones, and drugs
- Make proteins that regulate blood clotting
- Produce bile to help absorb fats including cholesterol and fat-soluble vitamins

Cirrhosis is the twelfth leading cause of death by disease, accounting for 27,000 deaths each year [26]. The condition affects men slightly more often than women. In the United States, heavy alcohol consumption and chronic hepatitis C have been the most common causes of cirrhosis [27]. Cirrhosis is neither caused by trauma to the liver nor by any other acute, or short-term, causes of damage to liver whereas it usually requires years of chronic injury to liver to cause cirrhosis [28]. Heavy Alcohol consumption may also leads to liver failure and other liver diseases [29,30].

Alcohol related liver diseases
- Chronic hepatitis C
- Chronic hepatitis B and D
- Nonalcoholic fatty liver disease (NAFLD)
- Autoimmune hepatitis
- Diseases that damage or destroy bile ducts
- Inherited diseases
- Drugs, toxins, and infections

Human induced pluripotent stem (iPSC) cells hold great promise for advancements in cell therapy [31]. Researchers have found a way to produce millions of the cells that can be injected into the organ to help regenerate it. The technique involves extraction of cells from skin and blood again converting them back to their original stem cell state and then into liver cells. These cells were then injected into a liver with cirrhosis [32]. The stem cells taken from skin or blood are known as “induced Pluripotent stem cells” (iPSC) [33]. The advantage of using induced-pluripotent stem cells (iPSC) is that they are cheap and can be multiplied easily in the laboratory. “iPSC” derived liver cells not only can be generated in large amounts, but also can be tailored to each patient, preventing immune-rejection problems which are associated with liver transplants from unmatched donors or embryonic stem cells. The technique involves taking blood from patients, then removal of stem cells that circulates in the bloodstream and multiplying them in a laboratory. They are infused back into the liver via a main artery where they continue to multiply as liver cells.

Genetic liver disease can be cured by skin stem cells: Scientists believe to mend or repair the defective genes in stem cells, which create various types of tissues in the body, could acclaim a new era of therapies for a wide range of genetic disorders [34]. By producing a certain protein, the researchers targeted a gene that protects against inflammation in the liver. The protein gets trapped in the liver, in patients with a gene mutation, and leads to liver cirrhosis and lung emphysema. Making use of “molecular scissors” the scientists were able to cut away the mutated section of DNA from a stem cell and replace it with a corrected version [35]. The stem cells went on to generate liver cells, which contained normal protein levels, indicating that the previously faulty gene was now working normally.

Liver Transplantation

Liver transplantation or hepatic transplantation is the replacement of a diseased liver with a healthy liver allograft [36]. The most commonly used technique is orthotopic transplantation, in which the native liver is removed and replaced by the donor organ in the same anatomic location as the original liver [37]. The transplant operation can be conceptualized as consisting of the hepatectomy (liver removal) phase, the anhepatic (no liver) phase, and the post implantation phase [38].

End Stage Liver Failure: Though the liver can regenerate in the body, end-stage liver failure caused by diseases like cirrhosis and cancers eventually destroys the liver's regenerative capacity [39]. Patients with End stage liver failure cannot be treated with any kind of medications and treatments; the only option for those patients is to receive a liver organ from a donor or liver cell transplant [40,41].

Liver Cancer: Cancer occurs in different cell types [42,43,44]. Cancer is the state of cells, where unregulated proliferation takes place [45,46]. Liver cancer is one of the most common cancers and has been especially hard to treat [47]. Primary liver cancer including hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) and cholangiocarcinoma is the sixth most common cancer worldwide [48,49,50]. Generally cancer cells develop from normal cells due to damage of DNA [51,52]. Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC) is the sixth most common cancer in the world, with most HCC occurring in the setting of cirrhosis and infection of the hepatitis B or C viruses [53,54]. Patients with liver tumors are also considered as one of the major concerns of international healthcare [55]. Though Scientists have been made some recent advances using stem cells, but right now the main treatment for liver cancers is to cut the cancerous parts out of the liver. This type of treatment works well because liver is a special...
organ which can actually regrow by it. As a result, surgeons can remove most of the liver and the rest will grow back and work normally. Most liver cancers spread too fast and through too much of a patient’s liver [56]. The cancer can no longer be removed by surgery because there wouldn’t be enough liver left behind. In a study, Researchers compared the results of portal vein embolization (PVE), a technique which is currently used to help regenerate liver tissue, to a combination of PVE and an injection of bone marrow stem cells into the liver [57]. PVE blocks blood flow to the diseased portion of the liver and diverts blood to the organ’s healthy tissue, promoting liver growth [58]. Stem cells extracted from Bone Marrow of a patient’s hip bone and injected into the liver also help the liver to regenerate [59]. Some of the cancer treatments may also cause side effects [60].

**Stem cell therapies for liver disease**

Stem cells provide new ways to treat chronic liver disease:

Various Therapies and technologies were used to treat liver and also other diseases like neural disorders [61,62,63,64,65,66]. Researchers are working more precisely, in order to understand how the liver stem cells could be used to treat patients. To produce new hepatocytes in the laboratory [67] embryonic stem cells or induced pluripotent stem cells might be used for those patients whose liver has lost the capacity to regenerate. Stem cells are used for transplantation purpose [68]. Bone Marrow transplantation is very useful to treat disorders [69].

Bone marrow cells used to treat chronic liver disease: Another route to new treatments might be to use cells made from a patient’s own bone marrow to help repair damaged liver tissue [70]. Bone marrow derived Mesenchymal stem cells have the capacity to differentiate into several cell types [71]. These cells can be grown in the laboratory:

- Bone marrow cells are harvested from the thigh bone of a mouse.
- The bone marrow contains a mixture of cells. The cells are grown under carefully controlled conditions.
- The cells are then put into the diseased liver of the mouse.
- The cells have a beneficial role in regenerating liver tissue and reversing scarring in the liver. When scarring is reduced, the liver is able to work better [72].

Embryonic stem cells and fetal liver stem cells used to treat liver disease: Embryonic Stem Cells and their derivatives might constitute an easily available source of pluripotent Stem Cells, which may be readily available for transplantation [79]. These cells can be extensively expanded without loss of potency and have a broad differentiation potential, since they can generate progenies of all three germ layers. These pluripotent stem cells hold promise for both increasing and understanding of the mechanisms of liver development and liver repair and providing potential new therapeutic avenues for the treatment of liver diseases. A diseased liver can be supported or substituted with new tissues generated by liver tissue engineering. Stem cell transplantation is a complex process that requires the care of experts. The controversies associated with the ethical, legal and social issues of certain areas of stem cells research and stem cells potential clinical applications must be carefully examined to ensure that science remains as the vehicle for hope and not harm. After all advancing treatment and care for patients to save liver is and must be our ultimate goal.
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